
Losing a loved one is not easy in any circumstance, but the recent COVID-19 

outbreak has made this ordeal a much harder reality to bear. Our mosques which 

have wholeheartedly served the local community for years have been, along with 

many others, shrouded in the fear of contracting or spreading the novel coronavirus. 

Although such concerns are fully legitimate, they should not stop or postpose the 

ritual burials of the deceased. Where our mosques have tirelessly served the local 

communities for years, it is now a communal obligation upon us to step forward, 

volunteer and help our establishments, our Ummah, to perform the last rights owed 

to our Muslim brethren.  

 

In order to aid Muslim communities across the globe this short booklet has been 

prepared to outline the safe and correct methods of handling the deceased, wearing 

PPE (personal protective equipment), carrying out Ghusl (ritual washing of the 

deceased), burial and performing the Janazah (funeral prayer) for the deceased.  

Alongside this publication, Kanz ul Huda members worldwide are conducting 

workshops on the practical implementation of what has been discussed in this book, 

respective of the local authorities and government advice/guidelines. 

Death is the occurrence of the Rūh (soul) departing from the body; this is the state of 

mawt (death). The scholars state that even after the Rūh departs, there remains a 

connection with the body and the Rūh. As this connection is retained, subsequently 

life remains in the body.   

The Rūh leaves the body for either one of two places, both of which are in the place 

known as Barzakh:  

 

‘Illiyyīn:   The place for the righteous.    

 Sijjīn:   The place for the sinful.  

 

Barzakh is the stage between the worldly life and Qiyāmah (Day of Judgement). A 

person enters into this temporary stage from the time the soul leaves the body, to the 

time of resurrection.   

The following hadīth illustrates how there is a connection between the body and the 

Rūh.  The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said “If the bone of a dead person is broken, then he feels the 

same pain as the living” 

In light of this hadīth, the scholars have stated to observe caution when removing 

even a ring from the deceased or during ghusl in order to not cause any pain 

(‘aziyyah) or anguish to the deceased. The scholars state that even if a fly sits upon 

the nose of the deceased then he would feel the same irritation or annoyance as that 

of the living.  

The pangs of death are felt even after the soul has departed from the body. If the 

deceased was a pious individual, he urges the people to hasten his burial, and if the 



deceased was a sinful individual, he pleads to delay the burial for his punishment 

has indeed come close.  

Mental faculties will be restored to the dead in the graves. The deceased are also 

aware of the comforting presence of the righteous people around the grave at the 

time of burial. They also hear people’s footsteps when they leave them.  

The angels named Munkar and Nakīr will question every person. The questioning 

begins immediately after the burial.  Imam Bukhāri in his Sahīh relates the 

Messenger ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص passed the graves of two men and mentioned how they were being 

punished in their grave.   

During the miraculous Mi’rāj, the Night Journey of the Messenger ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص , He related how 

Mūsa (Alayhisalam) was praying to Almighty Allāh in his grave.   

“In the way, the rays of the Sun reach us (and affect us) though the sun is far away, 

in the same way, the Soul (of the dead) though would now be in Barzakh, it would 

still effect the body by giving it life.” [Imam Suyūti] 

 

Muhtadar - One in whom the pangs and the grip of death have become apparent.  

When one feels the soul is about to depart from the body, the descent of angels 

takes place. One must refrain from anything, which will prevent the angels entering.   

The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said “Any home in which there is a dog, a picture or a person in the 

state of major impurity*, angels of rahma (mercy) will not enter that house.” 

* There is an exception for women in menstruation and postnatal bleeding therefore 

they can remain present. In Shar’iah they are not regarded as impure unless their 

menstruation or postnatal bleeding has ceased and they are yet to perform ghusl, 

which has become obligatory upon them.  

It is mustahab (recommended) to fragrance the room with ‘itr or incense due to the 

presence of angels.  

When death approaches an individual, he should be turned towards the Qiblah on 

his right side and those close by should begin pronouncing the declaration of faith: 

'Ash-hadu an lā 'ilāha 'īlĺallāhu wa ash-hadu aña Muhammadan 'abduhū wa Rasūluh; 

which will serve as a reminder for the one near to death to recite the Shahādah. It is 

imperative he is not cautioned to reciting the Shahādah to prevent any unnecessary 

grief or retaliation from one whom is on their deathbed. If he does refuse to recite the 

Shahādah then it is not deemed as disbelief rather there may lay a great possibility 

of him not being a Muhtadar. He may still be in complete consciousness and may 

survive and Satan will take this opportunity of whispering to him: The advice of 

reciting that you are being given is because you are close to death whereas last time 



you survived! With this misleading thought in mind, he may refuse to read due to 

denial of his death.  

It is mustahab to recite Sūrah Yasīn and Sūrah Ra’d to ease the pangs of death of 

the Muhtadar.   

The Muhtadar and those surrounding him should engage in everything that will 

attract the mercy and attention of Almighty Allāh towards the Muhtadar. One of the 

most recommended acts is to recite Durūd Ibrahīm.  

One must not say anything negative about the Muhtadar in his/her presence; in 

reality this can destroy his/her Hereafter. Therefore it is commendable to make 

positive and good statements and praise the Muhtadar to the best of one’s ability as 

the angels respond with ‘Āmīn’. However, at the same time bearing the following 

hadīth in mind:  

The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said: “Do not exaggerate in the praise of the dead”  

After reciting the Shahādah, continue to recite the Qur’ān, and abstain from vain talk, 

as his last words should be the Shahādah, for this serves as a sign of forgiveness.   

Turn his shoulder and face in direction of Qiblah, but it is not recommended to do 

this if it puts him in difficulty.  

  

 

When he breathes his last, close his mouth from below the chin and tie with a cloth 

as later swelling will prevent closure and also to prevent the entering of air, which 

leads to bloating of the body. Although the mouth is closed and air will not enter the 

stomach, the Fuqaha recommend placing a light bag of earth on to the stomach.  

Open the hands and straighten the legs prior to the body becoming stiff.  

Close the eyes if still open – when the soul leaves the body, all the knowledge of the 

unseen becomes manifest. This includes any unfinished worldly matters, the reality 

about oneself and everything, which was unseen and unknown. As the eyes witness 

the soul departing and going to the ‘Illiyyīn or Sijjīn, it is better to close the eyes. 

When closing the eyes of the deceased, one should pray this Dua’: 

‘Bismillahi Wa ‘Ala Millati Rasūlillah. Yassir ‘Alaihi Amrahu Wa Sahhil ‘Alaihi Ma 

Ba'dahu Wa as'id-hu Bili Qā'ika Waj'al Mā Kharaja ilaihi Khairam Mimma Kharaja 

‘Anhu’ 

‘In the name of Allāh and with the community of the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص (O Allāh) ease his 

matter for him, and make easy (what is) after this. And grant him honour by meeting 

You. Make better what he is going towards, that what he has come out of.’  

It is makrūh (disliked) to recite the Qur’ān by the deceased who has not yet been 

washed but can read Durūd or litanies. However, if a clean cloth is placed, covering 



the entire body of the deceased then it will be permissible to recite the Qur’ān before 

ghusl.  

Immediately after death, preparations for ghusl (ritual washing), funeral and burial 

should commence. Regardless of the deceased being pious or sinful, there should 

not be any delay.  

It is not permissible to cut the hair or nails, comb the hair or even remove pubic 

hairs.  

If the deceased is a pregnant woman and the child is alive then it is permissible to 

incise the womb, provided there are unambiguous signs of the child being alive.  

Any jewellery must be removed prior to any swelling.  

Death itself is a state of impurity, which makes ghusl mandatory.  

  

It is better for a pious individual in the state of wudu to perform the ghusl. If 

unavailable, then;  

A pious individual without wudu. If unavailable, then; A sinful individual;  

It is makrūh for one who is in the state of major impurity, menstruation (haidh) or post 

natal bleeding (nifās) to perform the ghusl although the ghusl will be valid;  

One who is not in the state of wudu can also perform it however wudu is 

encouraged;  

A child at the age of 11 or 12 years can perform ghusl provided he/she has studied 

the principles pertaining to ghusl;  

A woman can perform ghusl on a young male child provided he had not reached the 

age of desire, which in Shar’iah is 12 years old;  

A man can perform ghusl on a young female child provided she had not reached the 

age of desire, which in Shari’ah is 9 years old;  

A wife can perform ghusl on her deceased husband – after the death of her 

husband, she remains his wife up until the expiry of her ‘iddah (waiting) period;  

A husband cannot perform ghusl on his deceased wife – the death is considered as 

separation thus he no longer remains her husband. However, if he does perform 

ghusl, he will be sinful as he is no longer a mahram although the ghusl will be 



established.1 However he can see her, touch her provided she is in her shroud or 

using a cloth, he can shoulder her to the cemetery and lower her into the grave.  

If a woman expires in a place where there are only males and no females present, 

then the procedure is as follows: verify the presence of any mahrams and if one is 

present, then he will make the intention of tayammum and perform tayammum on 

her, wiping over her arms and face. If only nonmahrams are present, then one male 

from them will wear gloves or cover the hands with whatever is available and 

perform tayammum on her.  

If a man expires in a place where there are only females and no males present then 

the same procedure will be implemented. Firstly identify a mahram to perform 

tayammum. If only non-mahrams are present, then a female from them will perform 

tayammum on him wearing gloves or whatever is available.  

If a female expires in a place where there are only males and one non-muslim 

female present, then the non-muslim female will be asked to perform the ghusl. If 

she agrees to this then priority will be given to her to perform the ghusl, after being 

taught the method of ghusl. But if she does not co-operate then the aforementioned 

procedure will be implemented.  

If a male expires in a place where there are only females and one non-muslim male 

present, then the non-muslim male will be asked to perform the ghusl. If he agrees to 

this then priority will be given to him to perform the ghusl, after being taught the 

method of ghusl. But if he does not co-operate then the aforementioned procedure 

will be implemented.  

If the father of the deceased is a non-Muslim then the Muslims have to perform ghusl 

and should not impart the deceased to the father.2  

 

Before undertaking any procedure, those involved in the ghusl and burial should 

assess any likely exposure and ensure PPE is worn that provides adequate 

protection against the risks associated with the procedure or task being undertaken.  

 

All involved in the burial should be trained in the proper use of all PPE that they may 

be required to wear. For further information, please contact Kanz ul Huda or refer to 

the COVID-19 burial video tutorial. 

 

 
 

 



In addition: Those who have had and recovered from COVID-19 should continue to 

follow infection control precautions, including the PPE recommended in this 

document.  

 

All PPE should be:  

● compliant with the relevant standards   

● located close to the point of use;  

● stored to prevent contamination in a clean/dry area until required for use (expiry 

dates must be adhered to);  

● single use only; 

 ● changed immediately after each patient and/or following completion of a 

procedure or task; and  

● disposed of after use into the correct waste stream i.e. healthcare/clinical waste 

(this may require disposal via orange or yellow bag waste; local guidance will be 

provided depending on the impact of the disease) 

 

Disposable plastic aprons must be worn to protect staff uniform or clothes from 

contamination when providing direct patient care and during environmental and 

equipment decontamination. Fluid-resistant gowns must be worn when a disposable 

plastic apron provides inadequate cover of staff uniform or clothes for the 

procedure/task being performed and when there is a risk of COVID-19. If non fluid-

resistant gowns are used, a disposable plastic apron should be worn underneath. 

Disposable aprons and gowns must be changed between patients and immediately 

after completion of a procedure/task.  

 

Disposable gloves must be worn when providing direct patient care and when 

exposure to blood and/or other body fluids is anticipated/likely, including during 

equipment and environmental decontamination. Gloves must be changed 

immediately following the care episode or the task undertaken.  

 



 

Eye/face protection should be worn when there is a risk of contamination to the eyes 

from splashing of secretions (including respiratory secretions), blood, body fluids or 

excretions. An individual risk assessment should be carried out prior to/at the time of 

providing care. Disposable, single-use, eye/face protection is recommended.  

Eye/face protection can be achieved by the use of any one of the following:  

● surgical mask with integrated visor;  

● full face shield/visor;  

● polycarbonate safety spectacles or equivalent; 

Regular corrective spectacles are not considered adequate eye protection.  

 

No special procedures are required; linen is categorised as ‘used’ or ‘infectious’. All 

linen used in the direct care of patients with suspected and confirmed COVID-19 

should be managed as COVID-19 ‘infectious’ linen. Linen must be handled, 

transported and processed in a manner that prevents exposure to the skin and 

mucous membranes of staff, contamination of their clothing and the environment: 

Disposable gloves and an apron should be worn when handling infectious linen. All 

linen should be handled inside the patient room/cohort area. A laundry receptacle 

should be available as close as possible to the point of use for immediate linen 

deposit.  

 

● rinse, shake or sort linen on removal from beds/trolleys; 

● place used/infectious linen on the floor or any other surfaces e.g. a locker/table 

top; 

● re-handle used/infectious linen once bagged; 

● overfill laundry receptacles; or 

● place inappropriate items in the laundry receptacle e.g. used equipment/needles.  

 



● place directly into a water-soluble/alginate bag and secure;  

● place the water-soluble bag inside a clear polythene bag and secure;  

● place the polythene bag into in the appropriately coloured (as per local policy) linen 

bag (hamper).  

Store all used/infectious linen in a designated, safe, lockable area whilst awaiting 

uplift. Organisational preparedness plans should consider the safe storage of excess 

linen awaiting collection and for maintaining supplies of clean linen for patient use.  

 

The appropriate use of personal protective equipment (PPE) will protect clothing 

from COVID-19:  

Healthcare laundry services should be used to launder the clothing. If there is no 

laundry facility available, then clothing should be transported home in a disposable 

plastic bag. This bag should be disposed of into the household waste stream.  

Clothing should be laundered: 

● separately from other household linen; 

● in a load not more than half the machine capacity; 

● at the maximum temperature the fabric can tolerate, then ironed or tumbled-dried.  

It is best practice to change into and out of clothing when involved in the Janazah 

and not wear them when travelling; this is based on public perception rather than 

evidence of an infection risk.  

 

 

Putting on and removing PPE Use safe work practices to protect yourself and limit 

the spread of infection  

• Keep hands away from face and PPE being worn. 

 • Change gloves when torn or heavily contaminated.  

• Limit surfaces touched in the patient environment.  

• Regularly perform hand hygiene. 

 • Always clean hands after removing gloves. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

If the head is towards the right shoulder it should be facing the Qiblah;  

Elevate the head of the deceased if the feet are in the direction of Qiblah;  

Too many people should not be present during the ghusl as the deceased feels 

timidity;  

To perform the ghusl, a minimum of four people will be required. First will be the 

main Ghāsil (one who performs ghusl), second will be for pouring the water and the 

third and fourth to support the Ghāsil;  

Put on gloves – although this is not a Shar’ī prerequisite;  

Mention the name of the deceased and make the intention of ghusl;  

The deceased should be retained in a room or area away from the view of others;  

Apply itr and incense around the four corners of the platform prior to resting the 

deceased.  

  

Ghusl is Fard Kifayah - Failure to perform by a single person then all are 

accountable and if performed by a single person then the obligation is fulfilled.  

Lie down the deceased on an allocated platform of ghusl;  

Place a thick and dark coloured cloth upon the ‘awra (private parts) of the deceased 

although it is better to cover up to the neck; there is no harm in the exposure of the 

upper part of a woman as her ghusl will be performed by women;  

Person three and four will assist by raising this dark cloth slightly in order for the 

Ghāsil to remove the clothes;  

Perform istinja (cleaning of the genitals) with cloth, wool or stone and following that 

pour water to cleanse;  

With the intention of wudu, perform wudu in the sequence stated in the Qur’ān – 

wash the face, wash the arms including the elbows, perform mas’h (wipe) over a ¼ 

of the head and wash the feet including the ankles;  

One may wash the nose and the mouth, this can be done with a cloth or wool;  



Ensure the water is neither too hot nor too cold; the temperature of water should be 

as one would have preferred it when living;   

It is Sunnah to use water from boiled Lote leaves to wash the deceased as also 

removes dirt easily without requiring any rubbing. But if this cannot be found, then 

warm water will be sufficient;  

After wudu, wash the head and the face – soap and shampoo can be used if desired;  

Then, lie the deceased on his/her left side ensuring the ‘awra is not exposed by 

altering the dark cloth accordingly;  

Pour water upon the body beginning from the shoulder, ending at the feet and gently 

rub the body; ensuring the water is reaching all parts of the body;  

Following that, turn the deceased to his/her right side and pour water upon the body 

beginning from the shoulder, ending at the feet and gently rub the body;  

again ensuring the water is reaching all parts of the body;  

Note: It is fard to wash the body once and Sunnah to wash it three times.   

Adjust the body to a sitting posture – if it is stiff then to the nearest posture and 

gently press on the stomach; if filth exits then it is only necessary to wash that area 

and does not require the ghusl to be repeated;  

It is a Sunnah to pour camphor water over the deceased on completion of ghusl.  

Finally, dry the deceased with a clean cloth or towel prior to shrouding.  

Note: The water used in ghusl does not become impure, rather regarded as used 

water      (ماء مستعمل) as is also the case for any utensils used they remain pure.  

 

If the Ghāsil witnesses any pleasant signs on the deceased, for example: the face of 

the deceased suddenly illuminating or the smell of beautiful fragrance emanating 

from the body then it is encouraged to share this with others. If the Ghāsil witnesses 

any unpleasant signs on the deceased, for example: bad odour or the figure of the 

deceased changing then he/she should refrain from sharing this with others as it is 

not permissible to divulge such information.3  

The Ghāsil should not gaze at the deceased’s body excessively or unnecessarily. 

There may lie a possibility of the deceased carrying a defect, which he/she may have 

concealed from others during their lifetime.4  

Although it is better not to, the Ghāsil can accept ujra (payment) provided there are 

other people available for ghusl. If there are no other persons present and he is the 

 
 

 



only person available then he/she cannot accept payment for performance of a fard 

duty.5  

 

One who dies due to drowning, ghusl remains fard as performing ghusl was fard 

upon the community however no Shar’ī ghusl is performed – if the deceased is 

discovered floating on water then the body can be pressed with the intention of ghusl 

which will fulfil the requirement.  

A body which is destroyed in a bomb blast or accident:  

If only the head and half of the upper part of the body are retrieved then to perform 

ghusl will be fard;  

If the body is retrieved without the head and it is more than half then ghusl will be 

performed;  

If only the head is retrieved then the obligation of ghusl is lifted;  

If the head and less than a ¼ of the body is retrieved then the obligation of ghusl is 

lifted;  

If the body is retrieved and is no longer intact then analogy will be based on the 

aforementioned.  

If the body has been cut in half vertically and only one half is recovered then there is 

no obligation of ghusl;  

If the body found is of unknown faith then determine circumcision. Although it is not 

permissible to look at the ‘awra of any person but due to the need, it is permitted. As 

circumcision is also a common practice amongst non-Muslims, then analogy will be 

based on location of death and if the area is predominantly of Muslims, the deceased 

will be regarded a Muslim following that, the Islamic rituals of ghusl, prayer and burial 

will be implemented.  

If the body has been severely burnt then ghusl is still required, although, rubbing the 

body during the ghusl will be waived.   

Any newborn that produces a sound after birth and immediately after birth expires 

then will be given name, ghusl and janāzah will be performed. If it did not produce a 

sound then will be wrapped in a cloth and not prayed over.  

With regards to the ghusl of hermaphrodites, falls under three categories, which are 

as follows:  

 
 



Determine the ‘awra of the deceased hermaphrodite. If ‘awra is completely that of a 

male then will be regarded a male and be given ghusl, which will be performed by 

men;  

If the ‘awra is that of a female then the ruling will be that of a female and given ghusl, 

which will be performed by women;  

If the deceased has signs of both masculinity and femininity then only tayammum will 

be performed by men;  

Determination can be through the families and relatives of the deceased. In the sub-

continent, hermaphrodites reside in cities exclusive for them and are buried during 

the night to avoid mockery.  

If the husband of a divorced wife expires then determine the type of divorce that was 

given. If it is a revocable divorce (talāq raj’ī) and she is still within the waiting period, 

then the wife can perform ghusl on her deceased husband. If the divorce is 

irrevocable (talāq bai’n), which is established immediately then she cannot perform 

the ghusl.  

If many dead are discovered on a battlefield mixed with the non-Muslim dead then 

the process of determining circumcision or location of death will be implemented. In 

the case where this may not be feasible then all the deceased will be washed, 

prayed over and buried in a separate plot of land and not in a area where Muslims 

are already buried to prevent merge with unknown dead.  

If the deceased is a non-Muslim pregnant asylum seeker in a Muslim state then 

there will be no ghusl for her. Her burial will be in a non-Muslim cemetery. She will 

be laid in her grave with her back in the direction of Qiblah in order for the child’s 

face to be towards Qiblah. The Jurists state that a child’s face in his mother’s womb 

is in the direction of her back hence the burial is in this way.6  

Although suicide is a major sin, if the cause of death was suicide then janāzah will be 

prayed over the deceased.  

If the cause of death was murder, death by stoning or for any other reason life was 

taken according to Shari’ah then ghusl and janāzah will be performed.7   

If death occurred on a ship or boat and land is at a distance then the Masnūn 

method will be to perform ghusl, shrouding and janāzah and then place the 

deceased in the water.8  

If the deceased is an immature or an insane and died due to murder then ghusl will 

be performed.  

If the deceased is a woman who was murdered whilst in the state of menstruation or 

postnatal bleeding then ghusl will be performed.  

 
 

 

 



 

To provide a kafn (shroud) to the deceased is Fard Kifayah. Failure to provide a 

shroud by a single person will result in the accountability of all and if provided by a 

single person then the obligation is fulfilled.  

The kafn falls under three categories, which are as follows:  

 shroud of necessity: that which is available and adequate to cover the – كفن الضرورة

body;  

  :shroud of sufficiency: the requirement for a man is two sheets of cloth – كفن الِكفاية

Izār – loincloth;  

Lifafah – long outer sheet for wrapping.  

The requirement for a woman is three sheets of cloth:  

Lifafah;  

Izār;  

Qamīs – upper garment.  

   :shroud of Sunnah: for a man – three sheets – كفن السنة

Lifafah – should be longer than the Izār to enable tying knots at the top and bottom 

ends;  

Izār – should be the length of the deceased;  

Qamīs – poncho style upper garment, front and back are equal in length and covers 

the knees.  

 

Kafn of Sunnah: for a woman – five sheets:  

1. Lifafah;  

2. Izār;  

3. Qamīs;  

4. Khirka – a cloth to secure the chest 

5. Khimār – scarf, length of which should be 1-½ yards.   

 

‘Give your dead good kafn, for the dead in the graveyard express pride over others 

because of their kafn.’ [Hadīth] 



In light of this saying of the Prophet , the Jurists have derived that the shroud 

should be of fine quality such that one would wear on the days of Jumu’ah prayer 

while avoiding the measure of extravagance.  

 

For a male child, kafn kifayah is sufficient.  

For a female child, seven years of age, it is mustahab to use three or five sheets.  

The shroud does not have to be white however to avoid any disorder amongst 

people, preference has been given to white due to the Sunnah of the Prophet , and 

the continuous practice of people.  

The shroud for a deceased Haji (pilgrim) will be the Ihram that he / she is in. For the 

male, the head will remain uncovered and itr (fragrance) will not be applied.   

It is permissible for non-pilgrims to use their Ihrāms as shroud for barakah 

(blessings).  

To provide shroud of necessity when there is shroud of sufficiency available without 

any Islamic exemption is makrūh.  

It is not permissible to beseech for a shroud of Sunnah if shroud of necessity is 

available. If shroud of Sunnah is provided without resorting to begging then will be 

permissible to accept and use.  

It is prohibited to give a man a shroud of silk but permissible for a woman.  

  

Lay out the shroud in the order of lifafah first, followed by the Izār and lastly the 

Qamīs;  

Place the deceased on top of the kafn, put on the Qamīs and then remove the cloth 

which was used to cover after ghusl;  

Apply camphor to the parts of the body used in prostration: the forehead, nose, 

knees, palms and the forefeet; it is Sunnah to apply camphor after putting on the 

Qamīs and the number of applications will be odd, i.e. three, five, seven, etc. It is not 

permissible to apply fragrance containing saffron to the body or shroud of a man.  



The arms and hands should not be placed on the chest, rather rested on the sides of 

the deceased;  

Fold the Izār from the left side first and then the right side to remain on top; 

Bring together the lifafah with the left side first, followed by the right;  

Finally, seal the lifafah by tying knots at the top and bottom ends.  

 

Lay out the shroud in the order of khirkah first, followed by the lifafah, Izār, scarf and 

lastly the Qamīs;  

Place the deceased on top of the kafn, put on the Qamīs and then remove the cloth 

which was used to cover after ghusl;  

The hair will already be plaited into two and each plait will be placed on the left and 

right side of the deceased;  

Apply camphor to the parts of the body used in prostration: the forehead, nose, 

knees, palms and the forefeet; it is Sunnah to apply camphor after putting on the 

Qamīs and the number of applications will be odd, i.e. three, five, seven, etc. It is 

permissible to use fragrance containing saffron on the body or shroud of a female.  

The arms and hands should not be placed on the chest, rather rested on the sides of 

the deceased;  

The scarf will be placed on the head and not rested entirely on the shoulders, the 

sides brought together on the chest, overlapping slightly; See diagram below.  

Fold the Izār from the left side first and then the right side to remain on top;  

Bring together the lifafah with the left side first, followed by the right;  

The khirkah will be aligned horizontally under the arms and folded;  

Finally, seal the lifafah by tying knots at the top and bottom ends.  

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Make intention of reading Salatul Janāzah behind the Imam. The intention should be 

as follows: ‘I intend to read Salatul Janāzah, which is fard kifayah with four takbīrs, 

and I pray this Salatul Janāzah for Allāh. The thana is for Allāh and the durūd in this 

is for the Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص and the dua’ is for the present deceased and I stand behind this 

Imam.’  

1st takbīr – Pronounce praise of Allāh: SubhānakAllāh humma wa bi hamdika wa 

tabārakasmuka wa ta’alā jadduka wa jalla thana-uka wa la ilāha ghayruk;   

2nd takbīr – Durūd e Ibrahīm;  

3rd takbīr – Supplication for the Muslims and the deceased, which as follows: 

Allāhummaghfir li hayyina, wa mayytina, wa shāhidina, wa ghā’ibina, wa saghirina, 

wa kabirina, wa dhakarina, wa unthana – Oh Allāh, forgive our living and our dead 

and those who are present and those absent, the small and the big and the men and 

women.  

4th takbīr – Salām to the right and then the left side.  

The scholars have agreed that each of the four takbīrs is similar to that of one rak’ah. 

This method has been established from the Sunnah (recorded in Tirmidhi and 

AdDarmi) of the Prophet  pronouncing four takbīrs.   

The narrations also include five takbīrs, which are agreed to have been exclusive for 

Banu Hashim.   

Seven takbīrs were pronounced for the martyrs of Badr.  

The Najashi funeral prayer was of four takbīrs and there has never been more 

thereafter.  

According to Imam Shafi’: Sūrah Fātiha is to be read after the first takbīr. In 

accordance to Hanafi fiqh, if Sūrah Fātiha is recited with the intention of qira’ah 

(recitation), then this is makrūh. However if it is read with the intention of supplication 

or praise of Almighty Allāh (hamd) then will be permissible although it is khilaf al ulaa 

(against the predominant standards).   

The Funeral Prayer – Farā’id (Pillars):  

1. To pronounce four takbīrs;  

2. Qiyām – standing.  

The Funeral Prayer – Sunan:  

Hamd / Praise of Almighty Allāh;  

Dua’ for the deceased;  



Salām to the right and left side.  

  

The Funeral Prayer – External Conditions:  

The deceased is in a pure state;  

The deceased is placed right in front of the Imam;  

The deceased is laid on the ground or platform.  

The most worthy of people to lead prayer over the deceased is the ruler, if he is 

present. If he is not present, then it is recommended to send ahead the Imam of his 

locality, then the guardian/wali;  

If someone other than the ruler or wali (guardian) lead prayer over the deceased, 

then the wali may repeat the prayer, but if the wali has prayed then it is not 

permissible for anyone to pray after him;  

The funeral prayer should not be performed inside a mosque wherein the five daily 

prayers are established in congregation;  

If the deceased is buried without the prayer being performed over him, it can be 

performed at the grave, provided the body has not disintegrated.9  

An immature cannot be the Imam in the presence of mature followers. The Imam has 

to be bāligh (mature). 

It is not permissible for a female to lead the Janāzah prayer, and if she does then the 

prayer will be established, but the prayer of the men praying behind her will be 

invalid. However it is permissible for a female to pray the  

Janāzah and the obligation of Janāzah will be fulfilled with one female’s prayer;  

It is mustahab to make the intention of reading Janāzah prayer; also it is mustahab 

for the Imam to remind the followers of this.   

Intention should be as follows: ‘I intend to read Salatul Janāzah, which is fard kifayah 

with four takbīrs, and I pray this Salatul Janāzah for Allāh. The thana is for Allāh and 

the durūd in this is for the Prophet  and the dua’ is for the present deceased and I 

stand behind this Imam.’  

For one who does not know that which is read in Salatul Janāzah can stand behind 

the Imam and provided the four takbīrs are pronounced, Salatul Janāzah will be 

 
 



established although will be deprived of the complete reward due to the absence of 

the Sunan;  

Raising the hands to the ears will only be done in the 1st takbīr and not thereafter; 

the takbīrs after which there is durūd/dua’; hands will remain placed below the navel. 

After the fourth takbīr release the hands first and then do Salām.  

In order for Janāzah to be established, the deceased must be laid in front of the 

Imam and it is better that the chest is in front of the Imam irrespective of gender, 

maturity and sanity. If the deceased is placed on the left or right or anywhere other 

than in front of the Imam, the Janāzah will not be established.10  

If there is more than one Janāzah present then it is imperative that at least one is 

laid directly in front of the Imam. The remaining can be laid on the sides or close by.  

It is commendable to offer separate prayers for each deceased, although many are 

permitted.  

 

The legal effect of Janāzah is Fard Kifayah – if not performed by a single person 

then all are accountable and if performed by a single person then obligation is 

fulfilled;  

There is no stipulation of congregational prayer for janāzah; and can be performed 

by one individual;  

Salatul Janāzah contains the same prerequisites as regular prayers with the 

exception of time and it can be performed at all times;  

If Janāzah arrives at makrūh time, it is better not to pray it. Although it is not makrūh 

to pray it;  

If Janāzah was present at the relevant place for the prayer prior to makrūh time and 

thereafter makrūh time has entered and prayer was delayed due to people and then 

the prayer was offered, although Janāzah will be valid but all will be sinful for the 

delay;  

To stand in the last row of Salatul Janāzah is more rewarding11 than in the first row 

unlike other prayers where supplementary reward can be acquired by standing in the 

first row of the congregational prayer. Therefore if there are less people present for 

the prayer, it is superior to make three rows with less people in each row rather than 

to have more people in each row and have less than three rows. The rows should be 

 
 

 



arranged in odd numbers of three, five, seven, nine, eleven, etc.       

             

‘Whosoever’s Janāzah was read by three rows Allāh will forgive him.’                   

Hadīth  

The Hukum for footwear in Janāzah: if one is not wearing any footwear then it is 

imperative that the place of standing is clean or their prayer will not be established. If 

one is wearing footwear then one must ensure the footwear and place of standing 

both are clean. If one is not wearing the footwear, rather standing upon them then 

one, only has to make certain that the footwear is clean although they may be filth on 

the ground or on area beneath the shoes;  

If an individual arrives late for Salatul Janāzah and if he is a wali (guardian) and not 

in the state of wudu, the people will wait for him to perform wudu and then begin the 

prayer. Should they begin the prayer without him then the wali can establish another 

group prayer. If the late individual is not a wali and also not in the state of wudu and 

there is concern of missing the prayer if he was to go and perform wudu then he may 

perform tayyamum making an intention with it. If the late attendee is in the state of 

wudu and unsure of how many takbīrs he has missed then will do his analogy based 

upon his predominant thoughts. If he assumes he has missed one takbīr then he will 

begin from durūd. If he assumes he has missed 2 takbīrs then will begin with dua’ 

and when the Imam does Salām, he completes his takbīrs. If he fears the deceased 

will be taken, he can only read the takbīrs which are compulsory (fard) and his 

prayer will be complete.  

Any newborn that produces a sound after birth and immediately after birth expires 

will be given a name and janāzah will be performed. If it did not produce a sound 

then will be wrapped in a cloth and not prayed over.  

If the newborn is born dead, as his creation is complete he will be given ghusl, 

janāzah and burial and on the day of Judgement there will be hashr  

(resurrection) for him/her also.12  

If any one of the parents of a deceased child is a Muslim and the other is from  

Ahlul Kitāb or a non-Muslim, then that child will be regarded as a Muslim and  

ghusl, shroud and janāzah all will take place. Even for a child born out of nikah.13  

If the deceased is a neighbour, relative or any pious person then it is superior to 

accompany the Janāzah than to engage in optional prayers.14  

One who joins the Janāzah then he should not return prior to offering the funeral 

prayer. After the prayer, provided he has sought the consent of the wali only then he 

 
 

 

 



is permitted to leave. If the individual has accompanied the Janāzah to the cemetery, 

after burial he may leave without the wali’s consent.15  

In order for the Janāzah to be established, the deceased has to be in state of purity 

through ghusl or tayammum. If filth emerges naturally from the body after the shroud 

then Janāzah is valid.16  

Funeral prayer will not take place without ghusl. If the deceased, without ghusl has 

been placed in the grave, which is yet not filled with earth, then the deceased will be 

retrieved from the grave, ghusl will be performed and Janāzah will be repeated as it 

was not established in the first instance. If the grave has been filled, it is no longer 

feasible to retrieve the deceased therefore only Janāzah will be performed again at 

the grave. 

If the deceased is majnūn17 (insane) or an immature, the dua’ of children will be 

read in the Janāzah. 

It is of great significance to make a mention of the funeral prayer of Imam Abū 

Hanifah (may Allāh have mercy upon him). More than fifty thousand people 

participated in the first funeral prayer of the Imam Abū Hanifah (may Allāh have 

mercy upon him). His funeral prayer was offered eighty times. According to the 

historian Khatib, the funeral prayers of the Imam were offered for twenty days after 

his burial. The wali (son of Imam Abū Hanifah (may Allāh have mercy upon him) 

waited until the last prayer because had he prayed earlier it would not have been 

permissible to establish Janāzah thereafter.  

  

 

The burial is also fard kifayah – if not performed by a single person then all are 

accountable and if performed by one within the community then the obligation will be 

fulfilled;  

When the deceased is carried on the bedstead to the cemetery, they hold its four 

legs and walk with it swiftly but without haste;  

Upon reaching the grave, it is makrūh for people to sit before the bedstead is let 

down from the men’s shoulders;  

The grave should be dug beforehand and an incision made in the Qiblah side wall;  

The deceased should be entered into the grave from the side adjacent to the Qiblah;  

The individual placing the deceased into the incision should say: Bismillahi wa billahi 

wa a’la millati Rasūlillah, and faces him to the Qiblah;  

 
 

 

 



Then he unties the knot of the shroud and arranges unbaked bricks in the incision. It 

is disliked to use baked bricks. Furthermore, it is not incorrect to use bamboo stick to 

prevent the soil from reaching the body;  

Then the soil is piled on and the grave is raised similar to a camel’s hump and not 

flattened.  

  

‘Whosoever carries the deceased from the four corners of the platform on their 

shoulders for 40 steps, 40 major sins of that individual will be forgiven.’  - Hadīth  

Walking should be not be very fast nor very slow;  

In order to acquire the reward mentioned in the above hadīth, the Sunnah method is 

to shoulder the deceased walking ten steps at each corner. However, if one is 

unable to do ten steps in each corner due to crowds or the like then you can begin 

from the corner by the deceased’s right shoulder and walk three steps. Then change 

to the bottom right of the deceased and walk seven steps and then change to bottom 

left and walk ten steps followed by another ten steps at the corner which is the left 

shoulder of the deceased. This method is repeated a second time with walking 7 

steps at the first corner and three steps at the second corner. See diagram below.  

 

  

 

It is makrūh to transport the corpse over short distances unnecessarily but if it is not 

possible to walk due to the distance to the cemetery then it is permitted and the 

deceased can be transported in a vehicle. In order to acquire the reward in the 

aforementioned Hadīth, carry the deceased from the house to the vehicle and from 

the vehicle to the cemetery.   



Women are discouraged from escorting the deceased to the cemetery due to the 

factor of hijāb, segregation, and emotional weaknesses pertaining to women. 

However, there is a great exception for women to visit the resting place of The 

Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص due to the immense barakah that has existed from the very first day within 

the shrine; as there is no peril of women exceeding the boundaries of their emotions. 

Although a number of Ulama’ have restricted women from visiting the graves, the 

Mukhtar (accepted) opinion is that it is permissible. 

 

It is mustahab to follow the Janāzah and not go ahead of it.  

Those accompanying the Janāzah should not sit before the Janāzah is lowered to 

the ground.  

It is virtuous to engage in the remembrance of Allāh whilst carrying the deceased to 

the cemetery.  

The Mutaqadimūn Ahnāf (early period Hanafi scholars) did not permit the dhikr for 

this particular instance on the grounds that people would gather to take heed from 

the occurrence of death and increase their fear of death. As these effects were 

already established on the hearts resulting in the tenderness of the heart, it was 

deemed that engaging in the dhikr aloud may divert the attention of those whose 

hearts are already engaged in the dhikr of Almighty Allāh.  

The Muta’akhirūn (scholars of the later period) mention that the realization from the 

example of people is no longer at the same degree of those that came before them, 

therefore in order to cultivate tenderness of the hearts; to engage in loud 

remembrance of Almighty Allāh whilst carrying the deceased is permitted.18 The 

dhikr can be either declaration of faith, salutations upon the Prophet  or anything, 

which is permissible in Shari’ah.  

If the Janāzah is that of a young child, one individual, alternating with other persons, 

will carry it.  

To shoulder the Janāzah is an act of worship itself. The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص shouldered the 

Janāzah of Sa’d bin Muadh (RadiAllahuan).  

‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ūd (RadiAllahuan) saw a person laughing whilst with a Janāzah 

and upon seeing this he said: ‘You laugh whilst with a Janāzah? I will never speak to 

you.’ 

  

 

 

 

 
 



The Sunnah length and width of the grave is the height of the deceased and the 

width being half the size of the deceased’s length. There are three categories 

regarding the depth of the grave.   

The first is the grave should be deep enough to be able to sit in;  

The second is the grave should be deep enough to enable sitting on the knees;  

The third is the grave should be deep enough to stand within it.  

There are two types of graves:  

د ََ   ;this is from authentic Sunnah – لَح

This grave consists of four walls, dug directly into the ground without any deviation 

with regards to the angle of the grave, and the body placed there in at the bottom. It 

would not be incorrect to insert bamboo/wood to protect the body from the soil, and 

thereafter once the body has been placed inside, it is filled to the top with earth until 

the top is like a camels hump. Refer to diagram below;  

  .this type is used throughout the world – ُصْندُوق

It is unlawful to sit or lie down on a grave;   

It is permissible to place flowers upon the grave;  

It is permissible to sprinkle water upon the grave as was done by Bilāl bin Rabah 

(RadiAllahuan) on the shrine of The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص. It is also permissible to place 

branches of flora or trees on the grave; The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص  placed fresh branches on the 

graves of two people who were being punished in their graves and The Prophet  

said: ‘Up until these branches become dry, their punishment will be reduced.’  

 

 



 

  



 

Place the deceased in the direction of Qiblah;  

Untie the knots of the shroud at the head and feet – one can open the shroud for the 

face to be seen. If the knots are not untied then there is no harm in this.19  

In the grave turn the deceased to its right in order for the face to be directed towards 

Qiblah – it is permissible to elevate the deceased to ensure correct angle. If one 

forgets to face the deceased in the direction of Qiblah or the deceased has been 

buried with the head on the side of the feet, if it is remembered after placing the 

planks, then the planks will be removed and the deceased will be re- aligned. If it is 

remembered after the grave has been filled then it will remain as it was.  

Cover with planks of wood; The Prophet  gave his Izār to be buried with his 

daughter Zainab (May Allāh be pleased with her).  Hadīth  

Due to the aforementioned, it is mustahab to place ‘tabarrukāt’ of Sāliheen in the 

grave. This may be done in a plastic bag or covering and placed in the wall facing 

the Qiblah.  

It is permissible to place a Shajrah or Ahadnamah in the grave. It is better to place it 

towards the face of the deceased in the wall towards Qiblah. It is permissible to 

inscribe the Ahadnamah on the shroud, as with this there is great anticipation of 

forgiveness.20 It is also permissible to write Bismillāhi on the forehead and the 

Shahādah on the chest with the index finger after the ghusl and before the 

shrouding.21  

It is permissible to write Bismillāhir rahmān nirrahīm on the forehead and chest with 

the finger, not with ink.22 It is narrated in Addur-ul-Mukhtar: A man before his death 

had stated in his will for Bismillāhir rahmān nirrahīm to be written on his chest and 

forehead. After his burial, he was seen in a dream saying, ‘when I was placed in my 

grave, the angels of azāb (torment) came to me and upon seeing what was written 

on my forehead and chest, they did not torment me and I was protected from the 

‘azāb.’23  

The husband can shoulder his deceased wife and lay her in the ground as well as 

see her but he cannot touch her without the shroud or any other garment.  

Stand at head of grave and for each person to gently throw soil thrice into the grave;   

Place index finger on the head of the deceased and recite the first three verses of 

Sūrat ul Baqarah;  

 
 

 

 

 

 



Then stand at the feet and recite the last three or four verses of Sūrat ul Baqarah;  

Stay at the cemetery after burial for the duration of slaughtering and then distributing 

the meat of a camel;  

Pronounce the call to prayer to divest Satan as he, the accursed enters at the time of 

questioning and says: I am your Lord’;  

It is makrūh to bury the deceased in a coffin or wooden box. However, if the land is 

moist then it is permitted.24  

If the deceased is a female then she should be lowered into the grave by mahrams 

or relatives. If there are none then lowering can be done by any pious persons.25 

Dua’ for lowering into the grave:  

Bismillahi wa billahi wa a’la millati Rasūl lillahi or,  

Bismillahi wa fee Sabilillahi Wa billahi wa a’la millati Rasūl lillahi.  

The mustahab practice of filling the grave is, with both hands hurl earth from the 

head side of the grave.  

On the first hurl read: Minha khalaqnahum – From this we created you;  

On the second hurl read: Wa feeha nu’édukum – And in it we return you;  

On the third hurl read: Wa minha nukhrijukum tāratan ukhraa– And from it we take 

you for Resurrection. For a man:   

On the first hurl read: Allāhumma jafil ardi anjam bayhi;  

On the second hurl read: Allāhummaftah abwāba samā-‘īhi li Rūhīhi  

On the third hurl read: Allāhumma zawijhu minal hūril ‘ayni For a woman:  

Read: Allāhumma madhkhilha al jannata bi rahmatik  

The remainder can be hurled into the grave with the use of other equipment  

It is makrūh to add more earth to the grave than that which was initially taken out.26  

It is permissible to engage in reciting the Shahādah after the burial and this is in 

accordance to Ahlus Sunnah.27   

At the grave, one should sit at the distance, as one would have done when in the 

deceased’s company. This is out of adāb (respect) for the deceased as there are 

various measures for a father, parents, teachers, leaders and so forth.28  

 
 

 

 

 

 



It is better not to inscribe verses of the Qur’ān on tombstones. This is primarily due to 

the peril of domestic animals entering the cemetery, wandering around graves and 

urinating thus disrespecting the verses of the Holy Book.  

  

To construct a dome upon the graves of Ulama and Mashayikh is not condemned 

and contains no harm as it serves as a means of differentiating between the lay men 

and primarily to observe adāb (respect) of the learned.29  

 

 

‘Whoever does ta’ziyyah to a brother in trouble, on the Day of Judgement, Almighty 

Allāh will make him wear clothing of karamah (respect).’ Hadīth  

Ta’ziyyah is for three days from the time of death. After three days, it is makrūh 

unless one was absent or did not have the knowledge of the death.30  

It is permissible to do ta’ziyyah before burial although it is better after burial.  

It is a bid’ah to do ta’ziyyah in the cemetery.31  

Ta’ziyyah should be done only once.32  

It is mustahab to do ta’ziyyah to all members of the family and relatives.  

The words of ta’ziyyah are: May Allāh forgive the deceased, may Allāh bless him 

with His rahma and May Allāh grant you patience and the reward of this patience.  

The words of The Prophet ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص : ‘Lillahi ma akhaza wa a’tha kullu shayin ‘indahu bi 

ajalim-mussama’ – For Allāh is what He took and what He gave and for  everything 

there is a set time specified with Allāh Almighty. 

It is better for relatives or neighbours to provide food to the family of the deceased, 

sufficient for one day and one night and insist them to eat. This food is strictly for the 

family members.  

It is Sunnah to send food only on the first day and makrūh thereafter. 

Within the first three days of the death, it is not permissible to consume food from the 

household of the deceased. To serve a lot of food in manner of invitation is a custom 

 
 

 

 

 



for joy and celebration and as this is a time of sorrow and grief, it would be better to 

offer the food to the needy. 

To consume food will be permissible for those whom Qasr prayer is fard.  

It is a custom amongst people to designate the fourth day to engage in recitation of 

the Qur’ān, remembrance of Almighty Allāh and various other virtuous acts following 

this; the reward is intended and supplicated to the deceased (isālu thawāb). On this 

day, food is also served which is permissible to be consumed by all those attending 

such a gathering. This act of feeding people fulfils a Sunnah, wherein the needy or 

otherwise, are not distinguished.  

It is permissible to engage in dhikr using date seeds. The Prophet  saw a woman 

reading on beads and rose seeds and did not forbid her.  

Mourning is not permissible after three days other than for a wife for whom it is her 

iddah period of four months and ten days.  

It is an act of harām to invite women to engage in screaming, crying, wailing.  

It is forbidden to cry with noise. To shed tears without any extreme levels of sound is 

permissible. 

‘Abdullah ibn Mas’ūd (RadiAllahuan) reports: ‘Whoever slaps his face and pulls at his 

collar or wails out of ignorance is not from amongst us’ (Sahīh Muslim & Sahīh 

Bukhāri).  

 

 

A Shahīd on the battlefield will not be given ghusl and will be buried in the state he 

was martyred. However, there are many types of Shahīd and in order to be 

determined a Shahīd who is not given ghusl, there are some prerequisites:  

He is martyred with oppression;  

He was killed by a weapon of killing or destruction – this could be a sword, arrow, 

gun or the like;  

The murderer has no liability upon the one he killed – is not liable to pay blood 

money;  

He did not take worldly benefit through food or drink prior to dying and after being 

wounded.  

If he was wounded and then engaged in worldly benefit through food, drink or 

medical treatment and later the same wound killed him, ghusl will be performed. 

Regardless of continuous bleeding, the ghusl will still take place.  



  

The shroud will be funded for, from the deceased’s inheritance. However, if there is 

less inheritance and more inheritors then the shroud of sufficiency (kafn kifayah) will 

be provided.  

The inheritance of the deceased is divided in the following order of priority:  

The expenses for shroud and burial;  

The repayment of any outstanding borrowings;  

Wasīyyah – any intended Sadaqah stated in the will; iv. Inheritors – All that remains 

is distributed to the inheritors which is a right given by Shar’iah.  

 

 

There is no ghusl (washing), kafn (shrouding) and dafn (burial) for a nonMuslim. The 

deceased non-Muslim is to be wrapped in a cloth and buried in a small type of ditch. 

This will only be done if there are no other non-muslims present. If there is then the 

Muslim should not make any physical contact with the deceased or attend the 

funeral.  

If the deceased is a close relative, then at the funeral one should remain at a 

distance from the body. If the only relative present of the non-Muslim is a Muslim 

then one will wash the body, place into a cloth and bury but not in accordance to the 

Sunnah method. This ruling is only for a non-Muslim.  

  

Regardless of whom he was and of what status, one who has left the fold of Islam 

will merit no ghusl and no burial. He will be discarded and his treatment will be 

similar to that of a dog. This has been declared due to the individual’s play and 

mockery of the Dīn of Allāh Almighty. 

 


